FAQ
What is a sprint enduro?
Picture the most beautiful best flowing grass pasture track traveling in and out of wash areas, dry and wet creek
beds combined with some great, wide, fast trails, within the highest alpine meadow in North America 4900 ft,
for 12-15 minutes around the track trying to do a lap as quick as possible. This is enduro racing, so you’re racing
against the clock no head-to-head against other riders.
Riders will race two “special tests” 2-3 times each, for a total of 4-6 tests a day. One special test will be a 6-8 mile
“cross test” consisting of ~80% grass track and ~20% trail. The other will be an “enduro test” featuring wide,
flowing, groomed trails, creek beds, rocky areas along with some log decks traveling in and out the lush green
Fur and pine tree forest in the Lost Sierras . Each course will be between 6-10 miles. Riders will take off in 30
second intervals.
How will the race be timed and how will results be calculated?
At the end of the day, the rider with the least amount of time spent and having completed all of the tests will be
the winner.
Why will I want to come race this event?
The only Sprint Enduro on the West Coast, fast courses riders of all ability levels will get the chance to hang it
out for the entirety of their lap without having to worry about fatigue setting in. No one can race with 100%
intensity for a 3-hour hare scramble or even in a 30-minute moto. This is your chance to pin that thing for 10-15
minutes, take a breather and bench race with your buddies, then do it all over again, and again, and again! Also,
until now, this racing format could only be found on a national level in Europe or Australia, or Southern part of
the USA( Kenda’sFull gas Sprint endure series) th so this is your chance to check out special test racing without
leaving the country!
The Magoo’s West Coast sprint enduro series is heldon 100% privately owned land. There is not any Sprint Enduro series like this on the west coast. ANYONE that is is seen dumping trash, throw garbage on the ground or
mistreating the land by riding off course into areas that are not marked will be disuqualified from the event from
the event and asked to leave.
Is there transfer trail between tests?
No. The start and finish of the test will be very closely located. Finish a test, head back to your truck for a drink
or bike maintenance, then come hang out in the staging area with your buddies and wait for the next lap. No
transferring, no time keeping, just fun!
Do I have to keep time?
Not in the traditional sense of an old-school time keeping enduro. In the general sense, you’ll need to be ready
for the next lap when it’s your turn to go. We’ll let everyone know a general time to be ready based off the rider
turnout and test length.
Do I have to race both days?
No, you don’t, but if you want to be eligible for overall awards you will need to race both Saturday and Sunday.

